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Abstract: An improved management of secondary raw materials (SRM) is a crucial contribution for a circular economy and necessitates knowledge about the composition of wastes and SRM. However, this information is scarce and has to be determined with chemical analysis (CA). CA of SRM faces challenges, which can be approached by using round robin tests (RRT) to identify deviations from the “true value” of an element/molecule content. An RRT is a testing approach, which involves multiple labs to analyze one or more samples and evaluates the lab results with regard to the goal of the RRT. This article presents a systematic literature review and investigates which purposes and which performance parameters (PP) are commonly applied in RRT of SRM. The examined literature shows that the two main purposes applied are assessment of method performance and assessment of lab performance. PP can be categorized into trueness performance parameters (TPP; assessing the deviation of a value from a reference value) and precision performance parameters (PPP; describing the variability of a data set). The main TPP identified are z score and relative deviation, the main PPP identified are standard deviation and relative standard deviation. These results offer the conclusions that RRT can be used as a bespoke method to deal with analytical effects and that the selection of PP for an RRT could be based on simplicity.
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Abbreviations

(C)RM (certified) reference material
CA chemical analysis
CP conference proceedings
ILC interlaboratory comparison
MAD median absolute deviation
P not-peer-reviewed paper
PP performance parameter
PPP precision performance parameter
PRA peer-reviewed article
PT proficiency test
QA/QC quality assurance/quality control
R report
RRT round robin test
RSD relative standard deviation
SD standard deviation
SRM secondary raw material
TPP trueness performance parameter

1 Introduction

More and more resources are difficult to obtain and denoted as critical [1] due to their relevance, scarcity, supply risk, and a recycling and waste management system, which mainly focuses on bulk materials. Consequently, an improved management of secondary raw materials (SRM) contributes to achieving a true circular economy [2] and hence to climate protection [3]. This management of resources demands knowledge about their composition and quantity. Exploration and prospection of primary raw materials base on well-known, developed methods and techniques to determine location, quantity, and grade of the target materials. However, the exploration and prospection of waste materials and
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SRM are still in their fledgling stages. Usually there is no information about the elemental composition of SRM or even waste materials, due to complex manufacturing chains, technological and appearance trends as well as a mix of waste products with differing age in the collected waste flows. But knowledge of the composition of a product or material is necessary to manage its recycling and recovery.

The content of target element(s) and/or impurities can be determined with chemical analysis (CA), the goal of which is to estimate the (unknown) “true value” of element contents by applying analytical methods [4]. The results of CA can serve different objectives, such as to assess a material with regard to target elements and impurities (i.e., to assess the material composition) as well as to check compliance with limit values of restricted substances. To assure the quality of the data resulting from CA, good laboratory practice as well as quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) measures are applied, such as using standard reference methods for specified sample materials and (certified) reference materials (CRM to check the fitness-of-purpose of the selected analytical method [4,5]. However, CA of SRM and waste materials faces challenges due to complexity (element types and their number as well as element specification and molecule types), heterogeneity (constitutional and distributional [6]), and high-paced innovation cycles [7–9]. These challenges are paired with a lack of reference methods and (certified) reference materials, which leads to deviations from the “true value” in the form of random and/or systematic effects. These analytical effects may be caused by, e.g., the condition and composition of the sample, chemical reactions between the sample and reagents, digestion processes, or measurement interferences.

In the absence of certified reference materials, round robin tests (RRT), i.e., interlaboratory comparisons (ILC), are one approach to identify and eliminate these analytical effects for SRM [7,8]. RRT is a testing approach with a specific, pre-defined purpose, focusing on one or more samples and one or more measurement or testing methods, with the involvement of multiple labs and one organizing and coordinating institution. The organizing institution gives out the samples and instructions, receives the lab results after CA, and evaluates the lab results with regard to the purpose of the RRT (e.g., assessment of lab performance). RRT can achieve the goal of identifying and eliminating analytical effects by collating multiple analysis results, oftentimes generated with different analytical methods, showing a dispersed set of values and hence identifying potential analytical effects. RRT are oftentimes used synonymously with ILC or proficiency tests (PT).

DIN EN ISO/IEC 17043 “Conformity assessment – general requirements for proficiency testing” defines ILC as the “organization, performance, and evaluation of measurements or tests on the same or similar items by two or more laboratories in accordance with predetermined conditions,” and further PT as the “evaluation of participant performance against pre-established criteria by means of ILC” [10]. In our work, we use the term “round robin test” as an ILC study with CA of one or more samples using one or more analytical methods.

Typical purposes for RRT include, inter alia, performance evaluation of laboratories for specific analytical methods, evaluation of analytical methods, assignment of reference values (i.e., assigned values) to reference materials, and identification of interlaboratory differences [10]. Hence, possible applications and benefits of RRT are manifold and can be strategically designed and applied for specific research questions.

An important part of RRT are the performance parameters (PP), which evaluate the performance of labs and/or methods in comparison with a pre-defined value (i.e., reference, assigned, or consensus value [10]) and/or other RRT participants. Common RRT PP are absolute/relative deviation and z score [10]. Every parameter has its own informative value and has to be selected with regard to the research question of the RRT. However, a large variety of PP exist and can make it difficult to select appropriate parameter(s) for a specific purpose, e.g., to overcome analytical effects.

Considering the complexity and heterogeneity of waste and SRM, as stated before, RRT and their evaluation using PP are a key tool to increase quality acceptance of SRM and thus contribute to a circular economy. Up to the publication of this study and to the best of the authors’ knowledge there is neither a comprehensive and exhaustive overview over purpose and application of RRT for waste and SRM samples nor an overview and categorization of PP commonly applied in RRT for CA of waste and SRM samples yet.

Hence, the goal of this article is to present insights into the use of RRT PP to researchers, practitioners, and data scientists who aim to identify and eliminate analytical effects and consequently to generate reliable CA results for unknown, complex waste materials and SRM. This goal will be achieved with a systematic literature review following two research questions:

1) Why are RRT conducted, i.e., what are purposes/goals of RRT for SRM?
2) How are RRT evaluated, i.e., what are common PP for RRT?

This review is complimented by elaborate supportive information [11], describing, inter alia, RRT in general,
relevant norms, and all identified PP as well as giving a detailed overview over the results from the systematic review.

Due to the frequent use of soil reference materials and soil methods for CA of waste materials and SRM, the scope of this article is widened to solid environmental samples (including soils and similar sample materials) to achieve a better overview.

2 Methodology of the systematic literature review

The systematic literature review follows the PRISMA guidelines [12]. First, relevant publications were identified and collected. Second, the collected publications were screened with regard to their eligibility. Third, the relevant information for the systematic literature review was extracted and collated. Fourth, the extracted information was assessed with respect to the two research questions. The following sections will describe this process in more detail and are accompanied by a comprehensive flow chart in ref. [11].

2.1 Identification

The domain of interest for this literature review is the multi-/interdisciplinary field between analytical chemistry, environmental technology, waste management, and recycling technologies. To cover all areas and prevent search bias, higher level search databases were used, i.e., Google Scholar, Web of Science, Scopus, as well as the publication exchange platform ResearchGate.

A set of predefined keywords were used (Table 1). Three synonyms for RRT (RRT, ICL, PT) have been combined with a selection of sample materials as well as analysis parameters. Based on our previous studies on the CA of printed circuit boards, battery ash, and mining waste [7,8], the keywords “printed circuit boards,” “batteries,” and “mining waste” were included in the literature research.

Every combination of method, sample materials, and parameters was searched for on each of the search platforms mentioned above. For every keyword combination, the first 100 search results were examined. No distinction was made between primary publications (search keywords are included in title, abstract, and/or keywords of the publication) and secondary publications (search keywords are included in the text body of the publication). A publication was selected, if it presented results (of an RRT) of CA of solid environmental samples. For the first selection, the mentioning of RRT (or ILC, PT) was not critical with the aim to prevent exclusion of relevant publications.

The collected publications were collated in a Citavi project.

2.2 Screening

In the second step, all collated publications were screened with regard to eligibility for this specific literature review. Publications were denoted as eligible if they presented an RRT of solid environmental samples. RRT with a focus on liquid samples and food or feed samples were excluded. Duplicates were removed.

2.3 Extraction

In the third step, relevant information was extracted and collated in an MS Excel table, to answer the two research questions. The relevant information is defined as follows:
- publication year
- author(s) and reference
- purpose of the published RRT
- PP used in the RRT
- sample material
- analysis type

2.4 Assessment

In the fourth step, the extracted information is assessed with the aim to answer the two research questions. To
achieve this, the extracted information regarding purpose and PP are depicted and discussed.

3 Results

The following sections present the results of the systematic review. For more detail, please refer to the supporting information [11].

3.1 Overview over the review results

In total, we collected 350 publications (peer-reviewed articles (PRA), reports, papers in conference proceedings (CP), and not-peer-reviewed papers) with the specified keyword combinations, after removal of duplicates. Subsequent to the screening for eligibility, 88 publications remained, which comprise 62 PRA [13–74], 23 reports (R) [75–95], two CP [96,97], and one not-peer-reviewed paper (P) [98].

Figure 1 shows all eligible publications by publication type. The earliest found publication is a PRA from 1979, the newest publication is a PRA from 2021. Between 1979 and 1990, only seven publications in total can be found ($n_{PRA} = 5$, $n_{R} = 2$). Starting in the 1990s, the number of published RRT increased, resulting in a publication rate per year of one to a maximum of seven (in 2017). Reports were found from mainly two organizations (excluding the two reports in the 1980s).

Regarding sample materials used in the RRT, we identified four main categories: solid waste material, mineral (waste) material, soil, and other material. The category “other material” comprises solid samples with origin or characteristics similar to solid waste, mineral material, or soil, such as air particulates collected on a filter, construction materials, fly ash from incineration processes, soil improvers, or microplastics. The sample type “soil” was identified in 41 publications, “solid waste material” in 18 publications, and “mineral (waste) material” in 16. The collective category “other material” includes 23 publications. With the keyword combination used in the search, no RRT for complex (waste) materials were found, such as printed circuit boards or batteries.

The main analysis type presented in all publications was elemental content (70), followed by molecule content (16). All other analysis types were summarized in the category “other method” (31) and include methods such as leaching, thermogravimetric analysis, or heating value. The results for sample and analysis type are presented in Figure 2. Detailed tables with all publications and the identified sample materials and analysis types are compiled in ref. [11].

3.2 Purpose of RRT

DIN EN ISO/IEC 17043 details a list of purposes for ILC and states that their application is increasing internationally [10]. The purposes can roughly be categorized into purposes addressing lab performance and method performance. Purposes addressing lab performance listed are: (i) assessment and monitoring of lab performance, with regard to specific measurements or tests; (ii) improvement of QA and QC by identifying problems in labs and initiating actions to improve the analytical steps; (iii) increasing quality assurance by educating participating labs based...
on the results of the RRT; (iv) increasing confidence of customers in the lab competency, and (v) identifying interlaboratory differences. Purposes addressing method performance encompass: (i) validating analytical methods by testing effectiveness and comparability of specific measurement methods; (ii) testing and validating claims of uncertainty for specific measurements or methods; (iii) testing and evaluating performance characteristics of a specific method or measurement; and (iv) testing, evaluating, and supporting the equivalents of measurement methods.

The first research question focuses on the purpose of the RRT. Accordingly, the extraction template was designed to account for different RRT purposes, based on DIN EN ISO/IEC 17043 [10]. The pre-defined RRT purposes are

- lab (performance) assessment
- method validation
- method (performance) assessment
- method development
- (certified) reference material testing and development
- establishment of assigned values based on a reference method
- assignment of a consensus value based on the RRT lab results
- material characterization
- the investigation of a new/unknown sample

Figure 3a shows the result of the assessment of RRT purpose in all four publication types. Overall, the main two goals of an RRT are the assessment of an analytical method (applied 46 times) and the assessment of lab performance (applied 34 times). Due to the fact that some publications address more than one purpose, the numbers will not add up to the number of publications in each publication type category.

Focussing on the two main publication types, PRA and R, there is a clear distinction with regard to purpose. Reports mainly present RRT with the goal to assess the lab performance (20) or the method performance (3). Method validation and assignment of a consensus value was each found once, the other purposes could not be identified in the collected reports. PRA, on the other hand, show a wider variety in purposes applied in the following order: method assessment (40), lab assessment (14), method validation (10), (C)RM testing (10), establish assigned value(s) (3), material characterization (3), method development (1), assign consensus value (1), and new/unknown sample (1). The two CP identified applied method assessment (2) and method development (1); the not-peer-reviewed paper addressed method assessment (1).

This shows that RRT for external QA/QC (published in reports) are mostly used to test the performance of either a lab or a specific method. The application of RRT in research is less focused, i.e., the purpose of the RRT complies with the research goal/question of the respective study.

### 3.3 PP used in RRT

In CA, PP are used in QA/QC to assess and assure a high data quality of the analysis results. In general, there are two
Figure 3: Overview of extracted information from all four publication types for (a) applied purposes per publication type, (b) use of TPP in all publications, and (c) use of PPP in all publications. The legend for the publication types is in the top right corner. Based on the review of refs [13–98].
main categories of PP: (i) parameters assessing the trueness, expressed as bias, i.e., the deviation of the lab result from any kind of reference value; and (ii) parameters assessing the precision, i.e., the variation between comparable measurements (e.g., replicates in one lab or comparable analysis results between labs). These PP can be applied in internal quality control within one lab, or in external quality control in an RRT. Annex B in DIN EN ISO/IEC 17043 [10] gives an overview over the most important and most commonly used statistical parameters to evaluate RRT lab results and is accompanied by DIN EN ISO/IEC 13528 “Statistical methods for use in proficiency testing by interlaboratory comparisons” [99]. These norms specify the determination of each parameter, without giving recommendations for their application and can hence not directly be used as, e.g., a standard operating procedure. An overview of all involved standards and norms is given in ref. [11].

The second research question addresses the use and application of PP in RRT of environmental samples. After extracting the information regarding PP, we were able to further categorize the parameters. Trueness performance parameters (TPP) can be classified into parameters indicating the deviation from a specified value (e.g., reference value from a CRM, assigned value from an RRT) as well as significance tests. Precision performance parameters (PPP) can be classified in parameters of variation (describing the spread of the data) and uncertainty parameters (i.e., parameters characterizing “the dispersion of the values that could reasonably be attributed to the measurand” [100]). Table 2 summarizes all PP collected in the extraction step, classified in their respective categories and with an indication, if they can be used solely for external QA/QC or for internal and external QA/QC. A detailed description of all PP is given in ref. [11].

A unifying, consistent aspect of all TPP is the difference \( D \) between the analysis result of the test lab \( x_{kj} \) (the index \( k \) denotes the element, \( j \) denotes the lab) and a reference or assigned value \( X_\alpha \) (Eq. 1):

\[
D = (x_{kj} - X_\alpha)
\]

This is complemented by different denominators, i.e., \( D \) is expressed in different “units”. TPP require an acceptance level against which the calculated parameter is checked. For example, for \( z \) scores (standardized PP and the most common TPP in RRT [4]), lab results with a \( z \) score between \(-2 \) and \( 2 \) are acceptable, \( 2 < |z| < 3 \) functions as a warning signal, and lab results with \(|z| \geq 3 \) are considered unacceptable [99].

PPP are more divers in their implementation. However, they all indicate some version of variability (i.e., spread) of the data set under investigation.

### Table 2: Categorization of PP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter category</th>
<th>Parameter type</th>
<th>Internal quality control</th>
<th>External quality control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trueness</td>
<td>Deviation from reference/assigned value</td>
<td>Absolute deviation(^a)</td>
<td>Relative deviation(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Standardized) bias(^b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( z ) score(^c)</td>
<td>( z' ) score(^c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( z_0 ) score(^d)</td>
<td>Zeta score(^e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( E_n ) score(^f)</td>
<td>Mandel’s ( h^h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance test</td>
<td></td>
<td>( t ) test(^g)</td>
<td>( u ) test(^h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tukey’s HSD test(^i)</td>
<td>ANOVA(^i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Parameters of variation</td>
<td>Range(^j)</td>
<td>SD for RRT(^k)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Relative range ( SD_f )</td>
<td>Mandel’s ( k^k)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( RSD_f )</td>
<td>Reproducibility ( SD_h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAD(^l)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td></td>
<td>Precision(^m,l,k,i,j,n)</td>
<td>Confidence interval(^o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Expanded, combined)</td>
<td>uncertainty(^o)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References for the determination of the parameters are \( a \) – [99], \( b \) – [75], \( c \) – [55], \( d \) – [103], \( e \) – [104], \( f \) – [101], \( g \) – [81], \( h \) – [105], \( i \) – [102], \( j \) – [13], \( k \) – [28], \( l \) – [37], \( m \) – [53], \( n \) – [64], and \( o \) – [100].

The results for TPP and PPP are depicted in Figure 3b and c, respectively.

#### 3.3.1 TPP

The TPP identified in this review are absolute deviation, relative deviation, (standardized) bias, \( z \) score, robust \( z \) score, \( z' \) score, \( z_0 \) score, zeta score, \( E_n \) score, Mandel’s \( h \), \( t \) test, \( u \) test, Tukey’s HSD test, and analysis of variance (ANOVA). Absolute and relative deviation describe \( D \) in absolute and relative numbers, respectively; the (standardized) bias sets \( D \) in relation to a pooled standard deviation (SD) and the number of labs and replicates; the \( z \) score expresses \( D \) in the unit of an SD; robust \( z \), \( z' \), \( z_0 \), zeta, \( E_n \) scores as well as Mandel’s \( h \) are variations of the \( z \) score with varying degrees of information included in the denominator; \( t \), \( u \), Tukey’s HSD, and ANOVA test are statistical significance tests testing the lab results against a reference value or their respective variances. Calculations for all TPP can be found in ref. [11].
Although there is a variety of different TPP, the two main parameters found are z score (applied 32 times, \(n_{\text{PRA}} = 13, n_p = 19\)) and relative deviation RD (applied 20 times, \(n_{\text{PRA}} = 11, n_p = 7, n_{\text{CP}} = 1, n_p = 1\)). \(E_n\) score was found six times in total, followed by Mandel’s \(h\) statistic (5) and \(t\) statistic (3). With the exception of absolute deviation and zeta score (both applied twice) all other TPP were found only once in the eligible literature sources.

Notably, z score is indeed the most used and hence best known TPP in RRT. The other identified external TPP assessing the deviation of a value are progressively complex versions of this z score. They all describe the absolute deviation \(D\) of the measurement results from a pre-defined value (reference, assigned, consensus) and express it in different parameters of variation (for RRT so-called “target range” [10]), e.g., different types of SD or uncertainties. This affects the magnitude of the resulting score, i.e., the smaller the denominator (SD or uncertainty), the larger the score and hence the more difficult it is to comply with a fixed acceptance level. Simply put, the more variation we allow our lab results, the easier they can be assumed acceptable.

In contrast, the relative deviation of a lab result from a pre-defined value, expressed in percent of the pre-defined value, does not include the spread of the data. Here, it is central which location parameter is used (mean, median, etc.), but not how large the variation of the data set is.

Significance tests go even a step further. Here, \(D\) is set in relation not only to the SD of lab results and comparison value, but also to the number of replicate measurements (which build the used mean value). Additionally, they consider the accepted probability \(\alpha\) of a type I error (i.e., the probability of a false positive) [101]. A type I error describes the situation in which a value is erroneously identified as significantly different from the reference value [101]. This designation as significantly different requires an acceptance criterion for the TPP, i.e., \(D\) or any other TPP by itself gives no indication how large and/or significant the deviation is. But a TPP exceeding a predefined acceptance criterion is consequently designated as significantly different from the reference value. For the z score, the acceptance criteria are given above [99], for \(t\) in a \(t\) test the acceptance criterion is set with \(\alpha\) [101].

These results suggest that despite of the wide variety of available TPP, mainly the simplest, most comprehensible parameters are used, which increases the chance for correct application and interpretation of the parameter, i.e., a very precise yet complicated parameter (such as \(z’,\) zeta, or \(E_n\) score) might give more insight, but could potentially cloud this very same insight due to its complexity.

### 3.3.2 PPP

The PPP identified in this review are range, relative range, SD, relative standard deviation (RSD), median absolute deviation (MAD), SD for RRT, Mandel’s \(k\), repeatability SD, reproducibility SD, precision, confidence interval, and (expanded, combined) uncertainty. Range and relative range give the spread between the minimum and the maximum value; SD and RSD are descriptive statistics giving a mean deviation between all values and the mean value; MAD is the robust analog of the SD and gives the median deviation of the difference between all values and the median; SD for RRT is not universally defined but is the so-called “target range” set in an RRT by the organizing institution; Mandel’s \(k\) is the relation of SD in one lab against the SD between all labs; repeatability SD is the mean SD of all labs; reproducibility SD combines the repeatability SD and the between-lab SD; the precision is not consistently defined and mainly describes a version of \(D\); confidence interval is here defined as the range between the 2.5% and 97.5% quantile; and (expanded, combined) uncertainty is a parameter describing the measurement uncertainty of a method. Calculations for all PPP can be found in ref. [11].

For PPP, the review result is not as clear as for TPP. The most frequently used PPP are SD (found 47 times, \(n_{\text{PRA}} = 28, n_R = 17, n_{\text{CP}} = 2\)) and RSD (found 42 times, \(n_{\text{PRA}} = 23, n_R = 17, n_{\text{CP}} = 2\)), both of which can be used for internal QA/QC as well as in RRT. SD and RSD are very well-known descriptive statistics describing the variation of a data set; hence their ubiquitous use is expected. They also build the basis for further PPP, such as repeatability SD and consequently reproducibility SD, which are incidentally the next most frequent PPP found in this review. Reproducibility SD was identified 25 times (\(n_{\text{PRA}} = 17, n_R = 7, n_{\text{CP}} = 1\), repeatability SD 24 times (\(n_{\text{PRA}} = 15, n_R = 7, n_{\text{CP}} = 2\)). The repeatability SD describes the mean SD over all labs for a certain analysis result and is an indicator for the precision of a method, reproducibility SD expresses the variation based on the repeatability SD and the variation between laboratories. Both are parameters used in the evaluation of RRT. Another relevant PPP is the (combined or expanded) uncertainty [100], which was identified 24 times (\(n_{\text{PRA}} = 12, n_R = 12\)). These PPP are followed by the confidence interval (found 8 times, only in PRA), precision statistic (found 6 times, \(n_{\text{PRA}} = 5, n_R = 1\), and Mandel’s \(k\) statistic (\(n_{\text{PRA}} = 3, n_R = 2\)). However, the number of identified precision statistics has to be regarded with caution, because its determination is not consistent among the publications. The MAD [11,102] was found twice in PRA, all remaining PPP were identified once in this review.

Evidently, the main PPP all base on the concept of the SD (i.e., the shape parameter for the normal distribution...
[101]), which is also an indication that the simplicity of a PP is important for its correct use. However, in case of not normally distributed data all PPP basing on the SD are biased.

### 3.3.3 PP in relation to purpose

Figure 4 depicts the relation between the RRT purposes and the most frequent (a) TPP (z score, RD, $E_n$ score, 

---

**Figure 4**: Relationship between (a) RRT purpose and TPP and (b) RRT purpose and PPP. The data in the figures are build on the review of refs [13–98].
Mandel’s $h$ statistic, and $t$ test) as well as (b) PPP (SD, RSD, reproducibility SD, repeatability SD, uncertainty, precision statistic, Mandel’s $k$ statistic, and confidence interval). To do this, we used a Sankey diagram, which is commonly used in material flow analyses to depict the magnitude of flows between processes as a function of the width of the arrow [106]. Figure 4 shows the number of PP used in relation to the respective type of purpose for which it was used. The color of the bars linking type of purpose and PP highlights the specific PP for more clarity, the width of the bars shows the frequency/number of uses of a certain PP for a certain type of purpose. The proportions of the purposes and the PP among each other may vary in comparison to Figure 3a–c, because not all parameters are included. In addition, some publications follow more than one purpose, and all publications use more than one PP.

There is no distinct correlation visible between a PP and a purpose, neither for TPP nor for PPP, with the exception of the application of $z$ scores for the assessment of lab performance and, to a lesser extent, RD for the assessment of method performance. These correlations are owed to the fact that the $z$ score is the main TPP for assessing the lab performance, used as a standard PP by institutions organizing RRT for external QA/QC, and RD is the simplest TPP to assess the trueness of a method.

Overall, fewer TPP are used for each purpose than PPP (see absolute numbers of uses in Figure 4a and b). For “establish assigned value(s)” and “new/unknown sample” no TPP were used at all, solely descriptive statistics, and PPP [11]. This coincides with the description in Section 3.2 "Purpose of RRT" that the review result is not as clear for PPP as it is for TPP. The PPP identified in this review show a broader range of information content, i.e., the presented PPP differ more between each other than the presented TPP. Where all TPP base on the principle of the absolute deviation $D$ of the lab result from a pre-defined value, the PPP describe alternative versions of the data variability (i.e., mainly of the SD).

4 Conclusions and outlook

RRT, in general for all sample materials as well as in particular for waste materials and SRM, are a common instrument for external QA/QC and are frequently executed by organizing institutions, but not necessarily published. Within external QA/QC, they mainly follow the purpose to assess either lab performance or method performance. In research, RRT are applied in a much wider range and hence pursue a variety of purposes, depending on the underlying research goal. This means that RRT can be used as a bespoke method to potentially identify and eliminate analytical effects, by defining (i) a research goal; (ii) the evaluation of the RRT, including the selection of PP; and (iii) the data requirements to execute the evaluation. Consequently, RRT is a versatile tool to advance trueness and precision of analytical procedures and hence data quality for waste and SRM. Standardization and harmonization of QA/QC of CA of SRM will widely increase confidence in and acceptance of SRM, which ultimately supports and improves a circular economy.

The results of this systematic review suggest that PP for an RRT of waste materials and SRM are selected based on the criterion of simplicity. Although there are more complex PP, which can include information about, e.g., measurement uncertainty, mainly simpler PP are used to assess the lab data. The easier to use and to interpret a PP, the more likely it is to have a useful effect. Hence, established PP such as $z$ score and RD as well as suitable versions of SD can give useful information on analytical effects for unknown, complex waste materials, and SRM. However, lab managers and assistants as well as customers and other users of lab data are well advised to look more closely on PP and their informative value to get a better insight into the accuracy (trueness as well as precision) of the lab data. The findings of this study may contribute to the use of more science-based assessment criteria.

The two conclusions – (1) use of RRT as a bespoke method for dealing with unknown, complex samples and (2) simplicity as an assumed criterion for PP selection – have to and will be further investigated. Based on previous studies [7,8], we conducted a Europe-wide RRT for three complex solid sample materials, battery ash, mineral waste, and printed circuit boards (as used in the referenced studies). The results from this RRT and its evaluation will be published in future articles.
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